I.. INTRODUCTION {#s1}
================

Development of dual-modality photoacoustic tomography (PAT) and ultrasound imaging is an emerging area of biomedical research, as these complementary modalities allow for advanced visual and quantitative interpretation for a plethora of multifaceted diseases. Ultrasound uses high-frequency sound waves to measure the acoustic impedance between tissue boundaries, allowing the user to obtain a variety of information regarding tissue morphology and hemodynamics. Conversely, PAT utilizes nanosecond pulsed laser light to thermoelastically induce acoustic waves in order to obtain spatially relevant compositional images (i.e., blood and lipid localization[@c1]). The unique characteristics of these imaging techniques have the potential to improve our understanding of the world\'s most life-threatening diseases.

Cardiovascular disease, in particular, remains one of the leading causes of death globally with atherosclerosis resulting in a variety of complications ranging from impaired lower-limb mobility to ischemic myocardial infarction and strokes.[@c2] Current cardiovascular applications of dual-modality PAT and ultrasound are primarily focused on diagnosis of atherosclerosis,[@c3] identification of thrombus,[@c10] or ablation of cardiac arrhythmias.[@c12] Developmental efforts in intravascular photoacoustic imaging have especially shown potential to quantify plaque burden in the hopes to identify rupture-prone vulnerable plaques vs benign stable plaques.[@c15] Moreover, recent advances in 4D ultrasound (4DUS) imaging have opened opportunities to improve kinematic characterization of cardiac[@c17] and vascular[@c18] tissues. Dynamic volumetric information provided by 4DUS can be used to estimate 3D Green-Lagrange strain using a direct deformation estimation (DDE) method.[@c19] One under-investigated area of research, however, is consideration of how these novel techniques can be used to better understand atherosclerosis progression.

We demonstrated the capability of using dual-modality PAT and ultrasound to characterize atherosclerosis progression in a small animal model. We first performed *ex vivo* validation studies using PAT to quantify lipid-burden in murine atherosclerotic plaques. We then performed longitudinal *in vivo* ultrasound and cross-sectional *in situ* PAT studies to investigate the interplay between vessel hemodynamics and mechanics on atherosclerosis progression. Standard ultrasound was used to quantify changes in hemodynamics, 4DUS to quantify altered kinematics, and PAT to assess hemoglobin (blood) and lipid localization throughout the carotid artery. Overall, we evaluated the hypothesis that vascular regions of disturbed flow and decreased vessel pulsatility are more susceptible to lipid deposition during plaque formation.

II.. RESULTS {#s2}
============

A.. PAT resolution characterization {#s2A}
-----------------------------------

Spatial resolution was characterized using five 50 *μ*m tungsten wires that were inserted into 20% tissue-mimicking PVA. [Figures 1(a)](#f1){ref-type="fig"} and [1(b)](#f1){ref-type="fig"} shows the PAT images of these wires, as well as the PAT signal amplitude along the axial and lateral directions. Our results showed small depth-wise variation in resolution with an axial resolution of 48 ± 8 *μ*m and a lateral resolution of 243 ± 11 *μ*m \[[Fig. 1(c)](#f1){ref-type="fig"}\].

![Axial (a) and lateral (b) profile of PAT signal amplitude using 20% PVA with five embedded 50 *μ*m tungsten wires. Depth profiling resolution measurements with 1210 nm light revealed an axial resolution of 48 ± 8 *μ*m and a lateral resolution of 243 ± 11 *μ*m (c). The insets in (a) and (b) show PAT images of tungsten wire and profile measurement location (white dotted line).](ABPID9-000004-026102_1-g001){#f1}

B.. *Ex vivo* carotid artery lipid burden results {#s2B}
-------------------------------------------------

Qualitative assessment of ORO stained LCA revealed a diverse spectrum of vessel morphology in mice two weeks post-PCL. The murine plaque phenotype ranged from fibrotic plaques with visible wall thickening \[[Fig. 2(a)](#f2){ref-type="fig"}\] to complete occlusion with lipid accumulation through the lesion \[[Fig. 2(b)](#f2){ref-type="fig"}\] or severe lipid accumulation without complete occlusion of the carotid artery \[[Fig. 2(c)](#f2){ref-type="fig"}\]. Quantitative assessment of PAT images \[[Figs. 2(d)](#f2){ref-type="fig"} and [2(e)](#f2){ref-type="fig"}\] showed that on average all three murine groups formed plaques with similar lipid dense regions regardless of sex and post-PCL euthanasia \[[Fig. 2(f)](#f2){ref-type="fig"}\]. Particularly, we observed 9.4 ± 5.6% lipid composition in 2-week post-PCL male mice, 12.4 ± 5.7% lipid composition in 4-week post-PCL male mice, and 11.0 ± 3.5% lipid composition in 6 ± 1.7 week post-PCL female mice. These results also showed considerable variation in lipid dense regions and, as a result, no statistical significance among the three experimental groups (*p *\>* *0.05). We then assessed our capability to use PAT SNR to quantify lipid dense regions in the plaque-rich LCA. We found that linear regression statistics resulted in a R^2^ value of 0.73 when using 27 spatially correlated short-axis PAT and ORO histological sections \[*p *\<* *0.001; [Fig. 2(g)](#f2){ref-type="fig"}\].

![Validation of PAT to quantify lipid burden in a murine model of atherosclerosis. Lipid accumulation in mice that underwent a PCL varied greatly between animals as shown by ORO stained histology \[(a)--(c)\]. Comparison of gross (d) and PAT (e) LCA (red dotted line) showed adequate spatial correlation of the lipid signal. Suture is highlighted by a yellow arrow. Plaque lipid composition did not vary significantly between 2 and 6 ± 1.7 weeks post-PCL procedure regardless of sex (f). Linear regression statistics of plaque lipid composition vs lipid specific PAT SNR showed positive correlation (R^2^ = 0.72, n = 27, *p *\<* *0.001; (g) scale bar (a)--(c), inset (e): 100 *μ*m and (e): 1 mm.](ABPID9-000004-026102_1-g002){#f2}

C.. Hemodynamic and kinematic characterization results {#s2C}
------------------------------------------------------

Hemodynamic assessment of pulsed wave Doppler images revealed initiation of disturbed flow in the LCA \[[Figs. 3(a)](#f3){ref-type="fig"} and [3(b)](#f3){ref-type="fig"}\] and maintenance of laminar flow in the RCA post-PCL \[[Fig. 3(c)](#f3){ref-type="fig"}\]. Quantification of LCA velocities also confirmed disturbed flows with a 76% average decrease in mean antegrade velocities \[[Fig. 3(d)](#f3){ref-type="fig"}\] and an overall increase in retrograde velocities \[[Fig. 3(e)](#f3){ref-type="fig"}\] post-PCL. Regional assessment of both antegrade and retrograde velocities showed statistically greater velocities in the caudal (R4 and R5) compared to the cranial (R1 and R2) regions (*p *\<* *0.05) until day 7, and an overall significant decrease in mean velocities between days 1 and 14 post-PCL (*p *\<* *0.05). The RCA revealed a slight decrease in mean velocities between day 0 and days 1 and 4 due to the surgical procedure. We also observed an increase in mean velocities on days 7 and 10, followed by a subsequent decrease in mean velocity on day 14 \[[Fig. 3(f)](#f3){ref-type="fig"}\]. Peak velocity measurements showed similar trends to the mean velocity data, as found in [supplementary material](https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5142728#suppl), Fig. S2. The sham hemodynamic data for both carotid arteries followed a similar trend to the experimental RCA results ([supplementary material](https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5142728#suppl), Fig. S3).

![Hemodynamic characterization of LCA mean velocities between day 0 (a) and days 1 through 14 post-PCL (b) revealed a statistically significant decrease in antegrade blood flow (d) and an increase in retrograde blood flow (e). Caudal regions (R4 and R5) had statistically greater antegrade and retrograde velocities compared to cranial regions (R1 and R2) until day 7, as well as a steady decrease in overall velocity until day 14. Conversely, the contralateral control RCA revealed healthy pulsed wave Doppler (c) and antegrade flow velocities (f) over 14 days. Statistical significance: *p *\<* *0.05 (★ = significance compared to all other days in the same region, † = significance compared to the same day in region 1, • = significance compared to the same day in region 2, ∧ = significance compared to day 1 in the same region, \# = significance compared to day 4 in the same region, & = significance compared to day 7 in the same region, and ¥ = significance compared to day 10 in the same region).](ABPID9-000004-026102_1-g003){#f3}

Strain characterization using the DDE method revealed heterogeneous pulsatility in both the left \[[Figs. 4(a)--4(d)](#f4){ref-type="fig"}\] and right \[[Figs. 4(e)--4(h)](#f4){ref-type="fig"}\] carotid arteries. Regional assessment of LCA strain showed a rapid decrease in strain during the 14-day study \[[Fig. 4(d)](#f4){ref-type="fig"}\] with a large reduction in strain from day 0 (19.1 ± 4.5%) to days 1 (12.7 ± 4.1%), 4 (7.8 ± 3.6%), and 7 (4.9 ± 2.1%). The RCA strain values, however, maintained vessel pulsatility throughout the study \[day 1: 21.8 ± 5.2%; day 14: 22.6 ± 4.3%; [Fig. 4(h)](#f4){ref-type="fig"}\]. Comparison of day 4 post-PCL strain results with and without Western diet feeding showed no statistical difference in vessel pulsatility ([supplementary material](https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5142728#suppl), Fig. S4). Interestingly, the sham strain data indicated a decrease in vessel pulsatility post-PCL, followed by return to healthy values by day 10 ([supplementary material](https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5142728#suppl), Fig. S3). A comparison of strain values using the DDE method and M-mode analysis revealed similar pulsatility trends in both carotid arteries ([supplementary material](https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5142728#suppl), Fig. S5).

![Representative 3D images of maximum first-principal Green-Lagrange strain in the LCA post-PCL \[(a)--(c)\] and the contralateral control RCA \[(e)--(g)\]. Regional assessment of strain in the LCA (d) suggested a decrease in vessel pulsatility after suture placement at day 1 followed by a steady decrease until day 7. Strain measurements in the RCA suggested healthy vessel pulsatility (h). Strain values were overlaid on segmented volumes for visualization. Statistical significance determined at *p *\<* *0.05 (★ = significance compared to all other days in the same region, \$= significance compared to day 0 in the same region, ∧ = significance compared to day 1 in the same region, and \# = significance compared to day 4 in the same region). Scale bar: 1 mm.](ABPID9-000004-026102_1-g004){#f4}

D.. Morphological and compositional characterization results {#s2D}
------------------------------------------------------------

Morphological analysis indicated interesting vessel remodeling in both the left \[[Figs. 5(a)](#f5){ref-type="fig"} and [5(b)](#f5){ref-type="fig"}\] and right \[[Figs. 5(c)](#f5){ref-type="fig"} and [5(d)](#f5){ref-type="fig"}\] carotid arteries. Diameter measurements suggested no changes in vessel morphology between days 0 and 4 \[[Fig. 5(f)](#f5){ref-type="fig"}\]. Volume/length measurements, however, clearly showed dynamic changes in the LCA size between days 1 and 4 with some animals experiencing an increase in volume/length and others experiencing a decrease in volume/length \[[Fig. 5(e)](#f5){ref-type="fig"}\]. At day 10, we observed a 24.7% decrease in volume/length and at day 14, we find a 53.6% decrease in volume/length compared to day 4 (*p *\<* *0.05). Interestingly, the diameter measurements revealed statistically significant stenosis in region 5 by day 4 (*p *\<* *0.05), while regions 1--4 showed a statistically significant decrease in diameter much later at day 10 (*p *\<* *0.05). Compensatory effects of RCA due to LCA stenosis were seen in volume/length values as early as day 4 \[[Fig. 5(g)](#f5){ref-type="fig"}; *p *\<* *0.05\]. The RCA also showed signs of gradual diameter increase \[[Fig. 5(h)](#f5){ref-type="fig"}\] between days 0 (0.46 ± 0.05 mm) and 14 (0.51 ± 0.05 mm). Sham morphological data showed no statistically significant changes in the vessel diameter or volume/length ([supplementary material](https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5142728#suppl), Fig. S3). Volume data have been provided in [supplementary material](https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5142728#suppl), Fig. S6.

![Morphological characterization of LCA between days 0 (a) and 14 (b) suggested a heterogeneous remodeling response due to PCL until day 7, followed by rapid reduction of both volume/length (e) and diameter (f). Moreover, a statistically significant increase in RCA volume/length (g) and increase in diameter (h) from day 0 (c) through day 14 (d) suggested compensatory remodeling due to LCA stenosis. Statistical significance determined at *p *\<* *0.05 (\* = significance between groups, \$= significance compared to day 0 in the same region, ∧ = significance compared to day 1 in the same region, \# = significance compared to day 4 in the same region, & = significance compared to day 7 in the same region, and ¥ = significance compared to day 10 in the same region). Scale bar: 1 mm.](ABPID9-000004-026102_1-g005){#f5}

Hemoglobin PAT contrast revealed regions of blood accumulation at days 10 and 14 \[[Figs. 6(a)--6(f)](#f6){ref-type="fig"}\]. We observed rapid, yet variable, hemoglobin accumulation between days 7 and 10 post-PCL \[*p *\<* *0.05; [Fig. 6(m)](#f6){ref-type="fig"}\], especially in the cranial most region. Hemoglobin volume data revealed a 98.9% increase in blood accumulation between days 10 and 14 \[[Fig. 6(n)](#f6){ref-type="fig"}\]. PAT lipid deposition and volume measurement revealed similar trends as the morphological data. We observed a statistically significant increase in lipid deposition, as quantified by 1210 nm SNR, at day 10 along the carotid artery \[[Figs. 6(g)--6(i)](#f6){ref-type="fig"}\]. Interestingly, two out of eight animals showed the presence of lipid accumulation at day 7. We also observed a 131.5% increase in lipid-specific SNR between days 10 and 14 with statistically greater lipid deposition (*p \< *0.05) in the caudal region (R4 and R5) compared to the cranial region \[R1 and R2; [Fig. 6(j)](#f6){ref-type="fig"}\]. The day 4, sham, and contralateral control carotid arteries showed minimal signs of lipid or hemoglobin accumulation. Lipid volume data indicated a similar trend with a statistically significant increase (*p \< *0.001) in lipid volume between days 7 (0.27 ± 0.33 mm^3^) and 14 \[0.91 ± 0.42 mm^3^; [Fig. 6(k)](#f6){ref-type="fig"}\]. Additionally, we observed an increase in lipid accumulation between days 7 and 10 but maintenance of lumen volume/length followed by a substantial decrease in day 14 volume/length \[[Fig. 6(l)](#f6){ref-type="fig"}\]. Hemoglobin and lipid deposition graphs for individual groups have been provided in [supplementary material](https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5142728#suppl), Figs. S7 and S8.

![Representative *in situ* ultrasound \[(a)--(c)\], 1100 nm PAT \[(d)--(f)\], and 1210 nm PAT \[(g)--(i)\] images of LCA at days 7, 10, and 14 post-PCL. Regional assessment of lipid specific PAT SNR (j) and PAT lipid volume (k) suggested statistically significant and rapid lipid accumulation between days 7 and 14, with greater lipid accumulation in the caudal most regions at day 14. Comparison of the lipid volume and lumen volume/length suggests compensatory remodeling of the LCA until day 10, potentially due to Glagov remodeling, followed by a rapid decrease in the lumen volume and increase in lipid volume (l). Regional assessment of hemoglobin specific PAT SNR (m) and PAT hemoglobin volume (n) revealed the presence of intraplaque hemorrhages at day 10 with a 98.9% increase blood volume between days 10 and 14. Statistical significance determined at *p *\<* *0.05 (\* = significance between groups, † = significance compared to the same day in region 1, \# = significance compared to day 4 in the same region, & = significance compared to day 7 in the same region, ⊗ = significance compared to sham group, ⊕ = significance compared to right contralateral control RCA). Scale bar: 1 mm.](ABPID9-000004-026102_1-g006){#f6}

E.. Histology {#s2E}
-------------

Histological assessment of the LCA confirmed significant vessel remodeling during the first two weeks post-PCL. H&E staining revealed LCA stenosis by day 10 for all experimental animals \[[Figs. 7(a)--7(e)](#f7){ref-type="fig"}\] and at day 7 in two out of the eight experimental animals \[[Fig. 7(c)](#f7){ref-type="fig"}\]. The ORO histology verified the rapid LCA lipid accumulation between days 7 and 10 \[[Figs. 7(f)--7(j)](#f7){ref-type="fig"}\]. Interestingly, Movat\'s pentachrome confirmed the presence of neovascular formation by day 10 post-PCL \[[Figs. 7(k)--7(o)](#f7){ref-type="fig"}\], as shown by red muscle staining around vessel-like structures. Magnified images of histology sections can be found in [supplementary material](https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5142728#suppl), Fig. S10. Finally, F4/80 immunohistochemistry \[[Fig. 7(p)--7(t)](#f7){ref-type="fig"}\] suggested inflammatory response initiation between days 4 and 7 followed by a slight increase in macrophage infiltration between days 7 and 14. Quantitative analysis of our F4/80 histology suggests percent macrophage compositions of 0% in the sham group and day 4 post-PCL on a normal chow diet, 1.2 ± 1.4% in day 4 post-PCL with Western diet mice, 2.6 ± 2.4% in day 7 post-PCL mice, 11 ± 6.9% in day 10 post-PCL mice, and 17.8 ± 2.6% in day 14 post-PCL mice \[[Fig. 7(u)](#f7){ref-type="fig"}\]. Further analysis of arterial cross section revealed diameter measurement of 377.6 ± 26.5 *μ*m at day 4 post-PCL on a normal chow diet and 352.1 ± 29.5 *μ*m at day 4 post-PCL, 426.8 ± 41.2 *μ*m at day 7 post-PCL, 496.5 ± 67.6 *μ*m at day 10 post-PCL, and 543.6 ± 72.3 *μ*m at day 14 post-PCL, all from animals on a Western diet \[[Fig. 7(v)](#f7){ref-type="fig"}\]. The sham and contralateral control RCA histology revealed vessel diameters of 360.6 ± 32.8 *μ*m and 377.8 ± 9.7 *μ*m, respectively, with patent vessels and no signs of inflammation.

![Histology and macrophage immunohistochemistry of day 7, 10, and 14 post-PCL and sham groups, as well as contralateral control RCA. Staining consisted of H&E \[(a)--(e)\], ORO \[(f)--(j)\], Movat\'s pentachrome \[(k)--(o)\]. Macrophage infiltration was assessed with F4/80 immunohistochemistry \[(p)--(t)\] and revealed rapid inflammation between days 4 and 10 (u). LCA measurements showed a 46.1% greater outer wall diameter in day 14 post-PCL compared to sham mice (v). Statistical significance determined at *p *\<* *0.05. Scale bar: 100 *μ*m.](ABPID9-000004-026102_1-g007){#f7}

III.. DISCUSSION {#s3}
================

We present here a dual-modality PAT and ultrasound approach to study disease progression in a surgically induced murine model of atherosclerosis. Numerous mouse models have been developed to mimic various aspects of atherosclerosis pathology, including Western diet feeding,[@c20] perivascular carotid cuff placement,[@c21] complete carotid artery ligation,[@c22] and PCL[@c24] in atheroprone mice. For this study, we utilized ApoE KO mice in combination with the PCL procedure to create disturbed flow throughout the carotid artery that leads to rapid and measurable plaque accumulation.[@c24] The presence of decreased antegrade flow and increased retrograde flow also allows for a general measure of laminar and oscillatory shear stress. Moreover, histological assessment of these atherosclerotic vessels reveals diverse plaque morphology with regions of complete stenosis, but limited lipid accretion and other partially stenosed lipid dense regions ([Fig. 2](#f2){ref-type="fig"}). Indeed, surgical induction of atherosclerosis using the PCL provides a robust model to assess how hemodynamics and kinematics impact vessel morphology and lipid deposition.

Current applications for murine PAT imaging of atherosclerosis are limited, as the literature has primarily focused on developing this technique for intravascular assessment of plaque stability in humans. Therefore, we provide evidence that it is possible to nondestructively assess the lipid composition of murine plaques by characterizing the resolution of our PAT system and performing quantitative *ex vivo* validation experiments. The resolution characterization of our PAT system was better in the axial direction (48 ± 8 *μ*m) than in the lateral direction (243 ± 11 *μ*m). All 3D PAT images were, therefore, acquired in the long-axis plane to take advantage of the better axial PAT resolution. Our *ex vivo* validation study provides further evidence of quantifying lipid burden as the PAT SNR and plaque lipid composition have a positive correlation with R^2^ of 0.72 (*p \< *0.001). These results also suggest that all PCL-induced carotid plaques have comparable lipid accumulation 2 weeks post-procedure regardless of sex and euthanasia timepoint post-PCL. Together, these validation experiments provide strong evidence for the use of PAT to quantify lipid burden in small animals.

Maximum first-principal Green-Lagrange strain values obtained from 4DUS datasets using a DDE method were compared to conventional M-mode analysis of circumferential cyclic strain. Our circumferential cyclic strain values for both LCA and RCA were comparable to previously published values of approximately 25% in healthy carotid arteries.[@c28] Additionally, our maximum first-principal strain and circumferential cyclic strain values showed similar trends with both revealing a rapid decrease in vessel pulsatility between days 0 and 7 ([supplementary material](https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5142728#suppl), Fig. S5). Our maximum first-principal strain values, however, were slightly lower than the circumferential cyclic strain data, possibly due to averaging between the more pulsatile anterior walls with the less pulsatile posterior walls that occurs when M-mode images are used to estimate average circumferential strain.

Hemodynamic and kinematic characterization revealed abrupt changes in LCA forces as early as day 1 post-PCL. Mean velocity measurements show a 76% decrease in antegrade flow, suggesting initiation of low shear stress and an increase in both retrograde flow and oscillatory shear stress. The manifestation of these altered forces, in combination with a suture-induced decrease in vessel pulsatility, may help explain the rapid atherosclerosis progression we observed in this model. Regional assessment of LCA hemodynamics revealed statistically greater antegrade and retrograde velocity (*p \< *0.05) in the caudal regions (R4 and R5) compared to the cranial regions (R1 and R2). These data suggest greater disturbed flow patterns in the caudal carotid, possibly leading to more significant lipid deposition.[@c29]

According to Bernoulli\'s principle, as a vessel diameter decreases, the blood flow velocity should increase. Therefore, another noteworthy observation was a significant decrease in antegrade and retrograde velocity throughout the study (*p *\<* *0.05). Qualitative assessment in color Doppler images suggests increased blood flow near the LCA bifurcation by day 7 post-PCL (data not shown), suggesting increased collateral artery formation or dilation of the superior thyroid artery. Additionally, our 1100 nm PAT images and Movat\'s pentachrome histology provided evidence for neovascular formation throughout the plaque. Day 10 hemoglobin-specific PAT contrast also suggests greater blood vessel formation toward the cranial regions compared to the caudal region. We suspect these regions to be intraplaque hemorrhages based on the hemoglobin-specific optical contrast we observed post-saline perfusion. These intraplaque hemorrhages can also be visualized through gross dissection images ([supplementary material](https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5142728#suppl), Fig. S1). Overall, our results suggest that blood flow velocity decreases in the LCA, possibly due to compensatory RCA remodeling and/or collateral and neovascular formation within and surrounding the LCA.

Morphological and lipid data provide additional supportive evidence to suggest that caudal regions experience more aggressive atherosclerosis progression due to greater disturbed blood flow. Diameter measurements in caudal region 5 revealed significant stenosis as early as day 4 compared to significant stenosis by day 10 in regions 1--4. Moreover, our lipid deposition results show a statistically greater lipid accumulation in the caudal region (R4 and R5) compared to the cranial regions (R1 and R2) on day 14. This is especially interesting as our volume/length data show a dynamic change in vessel size between days 0 and 4, followed by significant stenosis on days 10 and 14 where we also observe the presence of a robust lipid signal (*p \< *0.05; [Fig. 5](#f5){ref-type="fig"}). We also observed lipid contrast through PAT in two out of eight day 7 post-PCL animals, which was confirmed with H&E and ORO histology. Analysis of lipid volume vs lumen volume/length provides evidence for Glagov remodeling as the vessel resists stenosis between days 4 and 10, followed by a rapid decrease in lumen volume/length by day 14 ([Fig. 6](#f6){ref-type="fig"}).[@c30] Quantitative histological analysis revealed a 46.1% greater LCA outer diameter in day 14 post-PCL compared to sham animals. Previous work in humans has shown that approximately 60% of large elastic arteries experience Glagov remodeling,[@c32] which may explain the large variability in our murine study.

We also quantified contralateral control RCA metrics and compared them to the experimental LCA. Overall, we observed maintenance of healthy pulsatility and increased volume/length (*p \< *0.05) and vessel diameter values, possibly due to compensatory effects for decreased flow through the LCA. Interestingly, the significant increase in RCA volume/length as early as day 4, before LCA stenosis was observed, may suggest a preparatory remodeling response due to decreased flow through the LCA. Sham animals did not show an increase in carotid volume/length, thus confirming that this change is not attributed to natural animal growth. Furthermore, we observed a decrease in RCA velocity at days 1 and 4 post-PCL as the animals recovered from the procedure ([supplementary material](https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5142728#suppl), Fig. S9). The velocity in the RCA returned by day 7, but decreases again by 19% between days 10 and 14 post-PCL. The sham group shows a similar response, suggesting that the Western diet may have systemic effects on cardiovascular hemodynamics.[@c34]

We also investigated the use of strain as a predictor of atherosclerosis induction. We observed a significant decrease in vessel pulsatility at day 1 post-PCL and a second substantial decrease in the strain at day 4 post-PCL \[[Fig. 4(d)](#f4){ref-type="fig"}, *p *\<* *0.05\]. This decrease in strain may be due to the initiation of atherosclerosis progression, as marked by macrophage infiltration and early lipid deposition. Therefore, a separate subset of animals was imaged until day 4 post-PCL with (n = 5) and without (n = 6) Western diet feeding. We did not observe a significant difference in regional strain between these groups, suggesting that acute changes in vessel pulsatility are mainly due to the suture placement and not a diet, similar to what has been previously shown in the iliac artery.[@c36] H&E, ORO, and F4/80 staining also confirmed a lack of inflammation and subsequent plaque formation from these mice at day 4, providing further evidence for the dominant role of altered hemodynamics.

This study also highlights several limitations that may inspire future work. The advantage of *in situ* PAT is that the majority of the light is delivered to the tissue of interest; thus, calibration methods are not required to account for optical properties of more superficial endogenous absorbers. The disadvantage, however, is that the lack of longitudinal *in vivo* imaging limits lesion characterization. Moreover, the lack of intraluminal pressure when the animal is alive makes it challenging to correlate heterogeneous 4DUS strain data with lipid deposition to assess differences in lipid accumulation in the anterior and posterior walls. Future work will, therefore, be needed to identify the optimal illumination geometry and transducer bandwidth for lipid-specific imaging deep within tissue.[@c37]

In summary, while previous research has utilized advanced imaging techniques to study the multifaceted nature of atherosclerosis pathology,[@c20] limited work has been done using PAT to correlate regional changes in hemodynamics and kinematics to lipid deposition and vascular remodeling. The work highlighted here provides evidence of a positive correlation between lipid composition within plaque and lipid-specific PAT SNR using a small animal model of atherosclerosis. We also present advanced methods using 4DUS to quantify morphological and kinematic changes during disease development. Overall, a dual-modality PAT and ultrasound approach to elucidate the complex nature of atherosclerosis development is a promising strategy that may eventually provide both research and clinical benefits.

IV.. CONCLUSIONS {#s4}
================

The data presented here provide proof-of-concept evidence for the use of PAT to nondestructively image atherosclerosis. Strain analysis revealed spatially heterogeneous pulsatility throughout both the LCA and RCA. Morphological and lipid analysis was suggestive of murine Glagov remodeling with diverse vessel remodeling between days 0 and 7, followed by a rapid decrease in the vessel size after day 10. Hemoglobin-specific PAT contrast also suggested intraplaque hematoma formation as early as day 10. These results revealed that regions of greater oscillatory flows experience more aggressive lipid deposition and earlier vascular remodeling than regions of more unidirectional flows. Taken together, these results highlight the potential of utilizing dual-modality PAT and 4DUS to characterize and study plaque progression in small animal models, while also providing a starting point for future clinical studies aimed at assessing human atherosclerosis.

V.. METHODS {#s5}
===========

A.. Photoacoustic tomography system specifications {#s5A}
--------------------------------------------------

Our dual-modality PAT and ultrasound system consisted of a Nd:YAG pulsed optical parametric oscillator laser (Surelite EX, Continuum) coupled with a high-frequency small animal ultrasound system (Vevo2100, FUJIFILM VisualSonics). The Nd:YAG laser produced 5 ns pulses at 10 Hz ranging from 670 to 2500 nm that was delivered to the tissue of interest using a bifurcated fiber optic bundle. Our 2 m fiber optic bundle contained a 1.0 cm opening diameter and 18 mm × 2 mm rectangular terminals, producing an optical fluence of 40 mJ/cm^2^. The resulting acoustic waves were captured using a 40 MHz (MS550D) center frequency transducer that consisted of 256 piezoelectric element arrays. The laser and ultrasound were coupled using a pulse generator (9200, Quantum Composers) that sent appropriately timed 10 Hz, 5 V inverted signals to both the q-switch and flashlamp, as well as a normal 10 Hz, 5 V pulse signal to the ultrasound system.

B.. PAT resolution characterization {#s5B}
-----------------------------------

A depth-profiling phantom was fabricated to characterize the resolution of our PAT system. This phantom consisted of tissue-mimicking 20% polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) phantom[@c44] with five embedded 50 *μ*m tungsten wires[@c45] spaced 1 mm from one another. PVA was prepared using a method described previously.[@c48] The phantom was then imaged using 1210 nm PAT with five grayscale images collected with the transducer focused on individual tungsten wires. The PAT gain was optimized to minimize beamforming artifacts due to over absorption of light. MATLAB was then used to perform plot-profile analysis[@c1] to calculate the full width at half maximum (FWHM) in both the axial and lateral directions ([Fig. 1](#f1){ref-type="fig"}). The axial and lateral resolutions were then calculated using the FWHM and the known tungsten wire diameter \[D~t~; Eq. [(1)](#d1){ref-type="disp-formula"}\][@c49] $$\text{Resolution} = \sqrt{\left( \text{FWHM} \right)^{2} - \left( D_{t} \right)^{2}}.$$

C.. Small animal atherosclerosis induction {#s5C}
------------------------------------------

Murine atherosclerosis was induced using the partial carotid ligation (PCL) procedure on apolipoprotein E-deficient (ApoE KO) mice ([supplementary material](https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5142728#suppl), Fig. S1).[@c24] ApoE KO mice were obtained from Jackson Laboratory (Bar Harbor, ME) and fed a standard chow diet until the time of surgery. All animals were anesthetized using a small animal anesthesia system (SomnoSuite, Kent Scientific) using 2%--3% isoflurane and 225 ml/min room air,[@c50] and vital signs were closely monitored to ensure optimal anesthetic induction. The aseptic technique was used to sterilize the animal prior to exposing the left carotid artery (LCA) and ligating the internal, external, and occipital arteries. The superior thyroid artery was left open, inducing disturbed flow characterized by both low and oscillatory shear stress.[@c24] The incision was then closed using 7--0 prolene sutures and buprenorphine was subcutaneously injected at a dose of 0.05--0.1 mg/ml. Finally, all animals were placed on a Western diet (TD.88137, Envigo) consisting of 42.7% carbohydrates, 42% fat, and 15.2% protein. Pulsed wave Doppler was used to confirm disturbed biphasic flow, and 4DUS and color Doppler were used to verify arterial ligation. The Purdue Animal Care and Use Committee approved all of the outlined animal procedures and experiments (Protocol ID:1302000818).

D.. PAT plaque lipid burden quantification validation {#s5D}
-----------------------------------------------------

### 1.. *Ex vivo* common carotid artery image acquisition {#s5D1}

Initial *ex vivo* characterization on atherosclerotic carotid arteries was performed to assess the capability of our PAT system to identify and quantify lipid burden. [Table I](#t1){ref-type="table"} contains a summary of all animal groups and imaging timepoints. Atherosclerotic plaques were induced via the PCL procedure, followed by euthanasia and excision of the LCA and supporting tissue at the appropriate timepoints. The tissues were fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA; Thermo Fisher Scientific) for 24 h followed by storage in 0.1% PFA. The tissues were then embedded in agarose and submerged in de-ionized water for acoustic coupling prior to imaging. We performed 3D PAT/US imaging of the LCA using 1210 nm light for lipid-specific imaging and 1400 nm for off-resonant imaging. Ten frames were acquired at each location and then processed using median averaging to minimize PAT fluctuations and laser-induced noise.

###### 

Initial *ex vivo* PAT experiments. **⊗** denotes both euthanasia and PAT imaging. PAT, photoacoustic tomography; PCL, partial carotid ligation.

  Purpose                                          Experimental groups   Sex    n   Imaging timepoints (weeks)                             
  ----------------------------------------------- --------------------- ------ --- ---------------------------- ------- ------- -- ------- --
  *Ex vivo* PAT lipid quantification validation     2 weeks post-PCL     Male   4                                **⊗**                     
  4 weeks post-PCL                                        Male            3                                              **⊗**             
  6 weeks post-PCL                                       Female           4                                                         **⊗**  

### 2.. PAT lipid burden quantification {#s5D2}

All excised vessels were sectioned at multiple locations (n = 27) and stained with lipophilic Oil Red O (ORO). A thresholding algorithm was used to quantify the percent lipid composition from the histological sections, which was then compared to the PAT signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) at the same anatomical locations. Percent lipid composition was calculated using the green channel of the ORO histology images to discriminate lipid dense pockets from surrounding tissues. The area of these lipid dense pockets was then divided by the cross-sectional area of the carotid artery to quantify the lipid composition. The PAT SNR was obtained by measuring the lipid-specific signal intensity from the grayscale short-axis carotid artery image divided by a 16 × 16 pixel background region of interest. The location of the histological section was then matched to the location of the short-axis carotid artery PAT image. Finally, regression statistics were used to assess the goodness of fit between the lipid composition and PAT signal.

E.. Cross-sectional PAT and longitudinal ultrasound plaque characterization {#s5E}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------

### 1.. PAT and ultrasound image acquisition {#s5E1}

*In vivo* hemodynamic, morphological, and kinematic changes, as well as *in situ* plaque lipid composition and volume, were quantified in both the LCA and right carotid arteries (RCA) using a small animal ultrasound system (Vevo 3100, FUJIFILM VisualSonics) and the PAT system described in Sec. [V A](#s5A){ref-type="sec"}. [Table II](#t2){ref-type="table"} contains a summary of all animal groups and imaging timepoints. The PCL procedure was performed on all animals at six weeks of age in combination with the administration of a Western diet. We used 1100 nm and 1210 nm for PAT hemoglobin and lipid characterization, respectively. The ultrasound imaging protocol included the acquisition of pulsed wave Doppler (PWD) for mean and peak antegrade and retrograde flow quantification, M-mode for green-langrage circumferential cyclic strain measurements, and respiratory-gated 4DUS for diameter and volume quantification, as well as maximum first-principal Green-Lagrange strain using a DDE method.[@c19] The 4DUS data were acquired using standard acquisition, sharp processing style, frame rate of 300 Hz, and a step size of 0.05 mm. Moreover, five PWD and M-mode measurements were acquired between the carotid artery bifurcation and clavicle to track regional changes in vessel hemodynamics and kinematics. The mice were then euthanized at the study end point and perfused with saline and 1% agarose. The left and right common carotid artery were then exposed and imaged *in situ* using 3D PAT and ultrasound with 1100 nm, 1210 nm, and 1400 nm light for blood and lipid burden quantification as described in Sec. [II D](#s2D){ref-type="sec"}.

###### 

Animal groups and ultrasound imaging timepoints for plaque characterization. • denotes ultrasound timepoints, and "**⊗**" denotes ultrasound, PAT, and euthanize timepoints. PCL, partial carotid ligation; WD, Western diet.

  Purpose                                  Experimental groups    n   Imaging timepoints (days)                              
  -------------------------------------- ----------------------- --- --------------------------- --- ------- ------- ------- --
  Lipid deposition over time               Day 7 post-PCL +WD     8               •               •     •     **⊗**          
  Day 10 post-PCL +WD                               8             •               •               •     •     **⊗**          
  Day 14 post-PCL +WD                               8             •               •               •     •       •     **⊗**  
  Sham control +WD                                  5             •               •               •     •       •     **⊗**  
  Strain predictor of lipid deposition     Day 4 post-PCL +WD     5               •               •   **⊗**                  
                                          Day 4 post-PCL + chow   6               •               •   **⊗**                  

### 2.. Hemodynamic and kinematic characterization {#s5E2}

Mean and peak blood flow velocities were quantified in Vevo LAB (FUJIFILM, VisualSonics) by segmenting five pulsed wave waveforms at each location for all timepoints. A custom MATLAB (R2018a, Mathworks, Inc., Natick, MA) algorithm was used to execute a DDE method to calculate the Green-Lagrange strain as previously described.[@c18] Briefly, we resampled the 4DUS dataset into 50 *μ*m^3^ isotropic voxels prior to DDE analysis of the Green-Lagrange strain. This algorithm utilized Gauss-Newton optimization to iteratively minimize voxel intensity differences between 3D volumes at successive timepoints by updating the warping function parameter. This warping function parameter spatially mapped the voxels between the undeformed volumes at timepoint t~1~ to deformed volumes at timepoint t~2~. Following optimization, the warping function is utilized to directly compute the deformation gradient tensor, which is then used to calculate the 3D maximum principal Green-Lagrange strain. The first maximum principal Green-Lagrange strain is then overlaid onto the solid carotid artery mesh to visualize the changes in pulsatility throughout the vessel. We also compared day 14 post-PCL DDE method derived strain measurements to M-mode derived circumferential cyclic strain measurements using Eq. [(2)](#d2){ref-type="disp-formula"}. In this equation, D~sys~ and D~dia~ represent the vessel diameter at systole and diastole, respectively. Three distinct M-mode measurements were performed at five different regions along the day 14 post-PCL dataset $$\epsilon = \frac{1}{2}\left\lbrack {\left( \frac{D_{\mathit{sys}}}{D_{\mathit{dia}}} \right)^{2} - 1} \right\rbrack\, x\, 100\%.$$

### 3.. Morphological characterization {#s5E3}

Carotid artery diameters and volumes were quantified by extracting the systolic timepoints from the 4DUS data using the FSL toolbox (FMIRB, Oxford) and segmenting the lumen in SimVascular.[@c51] Outer wall segmentations were not performed due to difficulty differentiating the artery from surrounding tissues. The segmentation path was created by placing control-points along both the LCA and RCA, followed by placing contours along the generated path to segment the lumen. Solid models of these 3D segmentations were exported as STL files and imported into Meshmixer (Autodesk Research, California) to calculate the lumen volumes. Additionally, these STL files were then imported into MATLAB to extract diameter measurements along the carotid artery to quantify regional morphological changes throughout the study.

### 4.. Hemoglobin localization and lipid deposition {#s5E4}

A custom MATLAB script was utilized to quantify hemoglobin and lipid deposition and volume throughout the carotid artery. We performed quantitative analysis on all 1100 nm hemoglobin datasets that were confirmed to be successfully saline and agarose perfused using gross dissection images ([supplementary material](https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5142728#suppl), Fig. S1). PAT-specific optical contrast was first quantified using a thresholding technique to discriminate PAT and background pixels in an approximately 7x3 mm region of interest around the carotid artery.[@c1] Carotid arteries were then segmented from long-axis ultrasound images to ensure that the data analysis did not include contrast from extraneous tissues and image artifacts. We calculated the pixel-wise SNR by dividing the PAT-specific pixel intensity by the background noise that is measured using a 16 × 16 pixel region of interest. The hemoglobin and lipid-specific SNR was then averaged along the short-axis slices along the carotid artery to plot the lipid distribution throughout the vessel. The pixels associated with the PAT signal in this 3D dataset were also used to calculate lipid and hemoglobin volume, as shown in Eq. [(3)](#d3){ref-type="disp-formula"} $${\text{Lipid}\,\text{Volume}\, = {\, P}_{L} \times P_{W} \times P_{T} \times P_{L}}.$$Here, the pixel length (P~L~) and width (P~W~) are determined by user imputed calibration using the ultrasound scale bar, pixel thickness (P~T~) was set by the 0.193 mm elevational resolution of our ultrasound transducer, and the number of lipid-specific pixels (P~L~) was determined through the MATLAB script.

F.. Histology and immunohistochemistry {#s5F}
--------------------------------------

We dissected the LCA and RCA from the animal and fixed the tissue in 4% PFA (Thermo Fisher Scientific) for 24 h followed by placing the tissue in optimal cutting temperature compound (Thermo Fisher Scientific) and snap freezing for cryosectioning. The vessels were then processed for hematoxylin and eosin (H&E), Movat\'s pentachrome, and ORO histological staining, as well as F4/80 macrophage immunohistochemistry. Inflammatory burden was quantified by performing color deconvolution to calculate percent F4/80 stain with respect to the cross-sectional area of the histological section.

G.. Statistical analysis {#s5G}
------------------------

All datasets were assessed using a normality test prior to statistical testing. Linear regression statistics were performed to evaluate the correlation between plaque lipid composition vs lipid specific PAT SNR. A one way analysis of variance (ANOVA) with a Tukey post-hoc test was used to determine statistical significance in *ex vivo* plaque lipid composition, macrophage infiltration, and histological outer diameter. Additionally, linear mixed-effects models statistical tests were performed on log-transformed mean and peak velocity, volume/length, diameter, strain, and compositional responses. Statistical significance was defined at *p \< *0.05. We performed all statistical analyses in Statistical Analysis Software (SAS) and Prism 7 (GraphPad).

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL {#s6}
======================

See the [supplementary material](https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5142728#suppl) for gross surgical and dissection carotid artery images, magnified histology, animal weights, peak velocity and volume data, day 4 post-PCL strain, and histology data, as well as sham hemodynamic, kinematic, and morphological results. Additionally, data regarding DDE method comparison to circumferential cyclic strain analysis, and individual mouse hemoglobin and lipid specific PAT distribution can also be found in the [supplementary material](https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5142728#suppl).
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